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Learn how to find information in text.

•	 Read	the	question	very	carefully.	Keywords	in	the	question	will	tell	you	what	information	and	details	
you	need	to	find.	Underline	them.

•	 Think	about	your	answer	but	you	will	need	to	look	at	the	text	to	check	that	you	are	correct.
•	 Find	the	keywords	in	the	text	and	carefully	read	the	information	around	them.
•	 Check	all	the	possible	answers	before	making	a	decision.

 1. Why was Valentine sent to prison?
  (a)  He had written a love letter.
  (b)  He was a Christian bishop.
  (c)  He didn’t agree with the emperor’s 

decision to outlaw marriage.
  (d)  He had married couples in secret.

  Choosing the best answer
  The keywords are Valentine, sent and 

prison.
  (a) The text says that Valentine wrote the 

love letter after he was sent to prison. 
So this could not be the answer.

  (b) The text does state that Valentine was 
a Christian bishop, but it does not say 
that this was the reason for him being 
sent to prison. So this is not a good 
answer.

  (c)  Valentine performed marriages in 
secret, so he obviously didn’t agree 
with the emperor’s decision to 
outlaw marriage; however, the text 
doesn’t state that merely because he 
disagreed was the reason why he was 
sent to prison. So this is probably not 
the answer—there may be a better 
one.

  (d)  The text actually states that because 
Valentine married couples in secret he 
was sent to prison. So this is the best 
answer.

 2. What did the Ancient Roman ‘love 
lottery’ inspire? 

  (a)  Valentine flowers 
  (b)  Saint Valentine’s Day
  (c)  people sending letters or poems to 

loved ones on 14 February
  (d)  cheaper postal rates
  

  Choosing the best answer
  The key phrases and words are Ancient 

Roman, love lottery and inspire.
  (a) The section of text that talks about 

the Ancient Roman love lottery 
doesn’t even mention flowers. So this 
can not be the answer.

  (b)  The Ancient Roman love lottery 
was held on 14 February, but it had 
nothing to do with Saint Valentine. So 
this is not the answer.

  (c) The text directly states that the love 
lottery inspired a new tradition of 
people sending poems or letters to 
loved ones on 14 February. So this is 
a good answer.

  (d)  The text says that cheaper postal 
rates had made sending Valentine 
cards a popular tradition. It doesn’t 
say it had anything to do with the 
Ancient Romans. So this is not a 
good answer.

Finding information

Learning about the skill
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Finding information – 1
When you read text you can usually remember some of the information, but if you are asked about details, you should 
read the text again to locate and check that your information is correct. Remember: The answer you are looking for 
is there in the text, you just need to find it!

Read the explanation.

Saint Valentine’s Day

Saint Valentine’s Day, or Valentine’s Day, falls on 14 
February every year. It is a day when gifts, flowers 
and cards are exchanged between people to express 
their love. But how did this custom begin? There are 
many reasons, some wrapped up in legend!

To begin with, the month of February has long been 
associated with love. In the Northern Hemisphere it 
falls at the end of winter, when it was believed that 
birds chose their mates. In Ancient Rome, February 
was the time when a festival was held to honour Juno, 
the goddess of women, pregnancy and childbirth. 
On 14 February, young unmarried women would 
write their names on a piece of paper and place them 
in an urn or other container. Young unmarried men 
would then draw out a name and each man would 
become paired with the woman he chose for the 
rest of the festival or, according to some sources, for 
a whole year! Sometimes the paired couples would 
marry.

After the fall of the Roman Empire, the Christian Pope, Gelasius I, abolished Juno’s festival. 
Around 498 CE (Common Era), he declared that 14 February would now be known as Saint 
Valentine’s Day. Who was Saint Valentine? According to one legend, he was a Christian bishop 
who had lived in Rome. Around 269 CE, the Roman emperor of the time, Claudius II, decided 
to outlaw marriage. He believed that single men made better soldiers because they would 
not want to spend time with their wives and children. But Bishop Valentine defied Claudius by 
marrying young couples in secret. When this was discovered, Claudius decided to send him 
to prison and had him sentenced to death. One story says that while in prison, Valentine fell in 
love with a young woman who had visited him. Before he was put to death, he wrote her a love 
letter which he signed ‘From your Valentine’.

Due to legends such as these, Saint Valentine became a popular saint in England and France. 
The practice of the Ancient Roman ‘love lottery’ held on 14 February inspired a new tradition 
where people chose their own sweethearts and sent letters or poems to them on Saint 
Valentine’s Day. By the late 1700s in Britain, Valentine’s Day cards were often sent instead of 
letters. The introduction of cheaper postal rates had made it a very popular custom.

Today, it is estimated that approximately one billion Valentine’s Day cards are sent around the 
world each year! Will you be sending one next Valentine’s Day?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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1 Segment the Focus Words using the Segmenting Sheet.

UNIT

5

says
empty
plenty
effect
affect

sentence
centre
already
possess
energy

regular
several
ourselves
everyone
everywhere

recognise
express
exhale
expect
expense

decagon
decimal
century
centimetre
centenary

no-one 

enough 

irregular 

full 

own 

middle 

nowhere 

identify 

power 

4  Write Focus Words that are synonyms or antonyms. 

2  Underline the graphemes for . Write the eight different graphemes used to represent .

3 Finish the words with the graphemes from the box.

pl nty

alr dy

thr d

mpty 

s s

h vy

s veral

nyone

r dy

m ny

d cade

poss ss

5 Use the words to make compound words that contain any, every or our.

6 Write affect or effect to fi nish the sentences. 

Recycling has a positive  on the environment.
[ noun ]

Flooding will  several major roads in the city centre. 
[ verb ]

The wet weather will  all tennis matches this afternoon.
[ verb ]

One negative  of not getting enough sleep is diffi culty concentrating.
[ noun ]

affectaffectaffect verb verb verb cause something to happencause something to happencause something to happen
effect effect effect nounnounnoun a result a result a result

member

chemist

said

weather

many

friendship

leopard

negative

pressure

says

effort

impressive

meant

bury

measure

e
ea

a
ay

any   every   our

 one  body
 thing  where

selves

UNIT
5 e ea egg   head
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7 Write Focus Words to fi nish the sentences.

The prefi x ex means out. When you  yourself, you let out your opinions or

feelings. When you have an , you have to take money out of your bank account.

When you  something, such as a parcel, you look out for it to arrive.

Prefix ex

8 Write antonyms of the underlined words to fi nish the sentences. All the antonyms begin with ex.

Australia imports coffee and  wheat. 

Inhale means breathe in.  means breathe out. 

The interior of an oyster shell is smooth. The  is rough.

Demolition workers can make an old building implode rather than .

People with allergies learn what foods to include and  from their diet.

9 Write the words from the box to match the defi nitions.

Prefixes dec, deci, cent

10 years  

100 years 

contest with 10 sports 

a hundredth of a metre 

a hundredth of a dollar 

100th anniversary 

2D shape with 10 sides 

person who reaches 100 

3D object with 10 faces 

based on tenths 

decagon 
decade

decathlon
decahedron

decimal
century

centenarian
centimetre

cent
centenary

Prefi x meanings: Prefi x meanings: Prefi x meanings: 
decdecdec –  –  – tententen
decidecideci –  –  – tenthtenthtenth
centcentcent –  –  – hundredhundredhundred or  or  or hundredthhundredthhundredth

Challenge

Colour words in the Word Search built from the words listed. Write the words. 
Use the leftover letters to make the hidden word.

send 

exist 

century 

regular 

impress 

except 

employ 

expected 

effect 

danger 

negative 

develop 

celebrate 

express 

r i n u n e x p e c t e d e f f e c t i v e e

e e m p l o y m e n t c e n d a n g e r r e x

s c e l e b r a t i o n e x p r e s s i o n i

e c e n t u r i e s d i i m p r e s s i v e s

n b i r r e g u l a r l e e x c e p t i o n t

d d e v e l o p m e n t n e g a t i v e l y s

hidden word:

UNIT 5  
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Segment the Focus Words. Highlight the graphemes for              .  

Unit 5

says

empty

plenty

effect

affect

sentence

centre

already

possess

energy

regular

several

ourselves

everyone

everywhere

recognise

express

exhale

expect

expense

decagon

decimal

century

centimetre

centenary
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NarrativeNarrativeNarrativeNarrativeNarrative 2

Shipwreck!
Ian rushed to the kitchen, still struggling 
to pull his jumper over his head. He 
grabbed a piece of cold toast and 
smothered it with a layer of honey. 
Picking up his bulging school bag, he 
yelled goodbye to his mum and fl ew 
through the front door, but he was 
too late. He gazed in despair as the 
bus disappeared around the corner. 
Muttering to himself, Ian began his trek to 
school.

As he turned the corner into the main 
street, an unexpected wind almost 
knocked him off his feet. He could taste 
the salty air on his lips. What was going 
on? Before him lay a cliff path, and 
beside it, a sheer drop to the sea below, 
pounding relentlessly against the shore. 
Screams rang out, mingling with the 
sounds of the wind and ocean.
‘What the …?’
Ian looked over the cliff. People were in 
the water, fully clothed, battling against 
the angry swell. Some were dragging 
chests up the beach, while others 
carried lifeless bodies to the sanctuary of 
the shallow caves. It was then he noticed 
their clothes were from a bygone age. 
He looked out to sea and saw a ship. Its 

masts had been broken like matchsticks 
by the raging tempest. The hull was 
being smashed mercilessly on the rocks. 
He saw the ship break up and watched 
as it gradually sank beneath the waves. 
Someone had salvaged the ship’s 
nameplate. Ian could just make out 
the name, Dolphin. He shouted to the 
people below, but his small voice was 
carried away on the wind.
‘I must get help!’ he cried.

As he turned to run, he tripped over his 
bag and fell. Picking himself up, he saw 
the familiar landmarks of the main street. 
There was no wind, no cliff path, no 
crashing sea. Dazed and confused, Ian 
continued on his way to school.

‘Delighted you could join us, Ian’, 
sneered Mr James over the top of his 
half-moon spectacles. ‘Quickly now, 
Chapter 5 of Australian history.’
Ian rummaged noisily through his desk 
and pulled out the book, turning quickly 
to the correct page. He gasped. He 
couldn’t believe his eyes. The title of the 
chapter was, The wreck of the Dolphin.
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Examining narrativeExamining narrativeExamining narrativeExamining narrativeExamining narrativeExamining narrative 2

Use the narrative on page 7 to complete the page.

Give the story a more 
interesting title.

1. Title

(a) Who is the main character of the story? 

(b) Write three possible reasons why he was rushing.

  (i) 

  (ii) 

  (iii) 

(b) (i) When does the story take place? 

  (ii) Explain how you know this. 

    

(a) What happens to Ian as he walks to 
school?

  

  

(b) Where is he when it occurs?

  

  

(c) What does Ian witness during the 
complication?

  

  

  

  

  

3. Complication and events

How is the problem resolved?

4. Resolution

2. Orientation

What is the twist to the 
story?

5. Conclusion

PRIMARY WRITING
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